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ABSTRACT

Boiling heat transfer, as an efficient heat transfer approach, that can absorb a large amount of latent heat during the
vaporization, is especially suitable for heat transfer occasions with high heat flux demands. Experimental studies
show that the surface tension coefficient of pure water can be reduced sharply (up to 25%) when it is magnetized
by a magnetic field applied externally. In this paper, magnetized water (MW) was used as the work fluid to conduct
boiling heat transfer experiments, to explore the influence of magnetization on the boiling characteristics of pure
water. The electromagnetic device was used to magnetize water, and then the MW was used as the work-fluid
of boiling heat transfer experiments, the bubble dynamic behavior of the MW boiling was captured by a video
camera, and the characteristics and mechanism were analyzed. It was found that at the same conditions, the boiling
of MW can produce more vapor bubbles of smaller size than the water without magnetization, which leads to
a higher heat-transfer efficiency. This indicates that magnetization can enhance the boiling heat transfer of pure
water. Furthermore, the thermal conditions required by magnetized water when the boiling is started are lower
than the non-magnetized water boiling, which means the earlier start of nucleate pool boiling when using the MW.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of social economics, the international energy situation has been not
optimistic. The global annual fossil energy consumption is around 10 billion tons of standard coal,
therefore, energy conservation and emission reduction have become an important research direction.
In addition to the development of new energy sources, such as nuclear energy, wind energy, and solar
energy, traditional energy conservation technologies are also essential, such as improving heat transfer
efficiency. Boiling can absorb a large amount of latent heat when the liquid is vaporized, which makes it
suitable for heat transfer occasions with high heat flux demands. With the rapid development of high-
precision manufacturing technology, especially the use of micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)
and high-performance computing chips, the occasions demanding high heat flux heat transfer become
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more and more, hence the boiling heat transfer enhancement technology become a hot topic in the
current research fields.

Water is the most common work fluid in heat transfer equipment, but its boiling characteristics
and mechanism were still not very clear, even if it was one of the hot research topics in the past decades.
The common methods for enhancing boiling heat transfer of water can be divided into two categories:
active methods [1,2] and passive methods [3] depending on whether or not external power is introduced.
Passive methods can be divided into two categories: changing structure or surface characteristics of
boiling surface [4,5], this method requires changing the structure of existing equipment; the other is
changing the physical properties of work-fluid by adding surfactant or nanoparticles into the work-
fluid [6–11], such as the reduction of the surface tension, which causes changes of dynamic behaviors
of the boiling bubbles and the variations in the boiling heat transfer characteristics. However, the way
of adding surfactant or nanoparticles into the work fluid could lead to some problems [12,13], e.g., the
corrosion or/and blockage of the flow channels, so some researchers tried to use the magnetized water
as the work-fluid of boiling heat transfer because it was found that the pure water can show some
variations in some of its physical properties after being magnetized by an external magnetic field.

Some studies on magnetized water focusing on the changes in its physical properties [14–17] were
carried out. Cai et al. [18] found that water molecules after magnetic treatment had lower energy, higher
activation energy, and better stability. The average size of water clusters increased, and the formation
of hydrogen bonds increased. Huo et al. [19] found that the surface tension of tap water and deionized
water decreased after magnetization. Cho et al.’s [20] experiment results showed that after repeated
magnetizations, the surface tension of water decreased, and the surface tension of treated water was
about 8% lower than untreated water. Pang et al. [21,22] conducted experiments with magnetized
water made from ultrasonic degassed water. The results showed that the conductivity of degassed
magnetized water was lower, infrared absorption was larger, and surface tension was reduced. He also
found that the infrared absorption intensity of magnetized water increased with the increase of the
magnetic field, and the intensity of the Raman scattering peak increased greatly. In our previous study
[23], the surface tension coefficient of magnetized water was investigated thoroughly under various
conditions of magnetic field (MF) intensity and magnetization time. An obvious decrease was found
after the magnetization treatment, and the decrease ratio depends on the MF intensity and treatment
time. The optimum MF intensity is 300 mT, and a weaker or stronger MF intensity other than
300 mT would weaken the effect of magnetization. There is an optimum treatment duration for each
MF intensity, and it gets shorter as the MF intensity increases.

Only a few researchers have explored the effect of magnetization on boiling heat transfer of water.
Aminfar et al. [24] investigated the effect of magnetic nanofluid and external magnetic field on CHF
of the subcooled flow boiling, and results showed that the CHF of subcooled flow boiling has been
improved. Amirzehni’s research [25] showed that the departure diameter of vapor bubbles of the
magnetized water is 5–10% smaller than that of non-magnetized water. Other studies related to the
magnetization of fluids or Magnetohydrodynamics can also be found [26–29].

In summary, magnetization, as a relatively clean and environmentally friendly technology, has a
great influence on the physical properties and boiling heat transfer characteristics of pure water, which
shows the feasibility and necessity of magnetized water boiling research. Application of magnetized
water as work-fluids to enhance boiling heat transfer might be a practical, reliable, and easy way to
enhance the heat transfer, so in this paper, the magnetized water was obtained by an external magnetic
field, and the boiling characteristic of the magnetized water was investigated and analyzed.
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2 Materials and Methods

Magnetization could affect the physical properties of pure water, and its effect on bubble dynamics
and boiling heat transfer characteristics is mainly achieved by varying the surface tension of the work
fluid (pure water). Therefore, in this paper, the magnetization treatment on the pure water was first
carried out by placing the pure water in a uniform and constant magnetic field (MF), as shown in
Fig. 1. The pure water was filled in a beaker and then placed in the MF with a constant magnetic
intensity generated by a solenoid coil, when the magnetization treatment was finished, the MW was
put into the boiling container of the experimental system to conduct the boiling experiments.

Figure 1: The equipment of magnetization treatment

To investigate the MW boiling phenomena and mechanism, a visualization experiment was used
to investigate the behavior characteristics of vapor bubbles first, the images of the boiling bubbles
were captured by the camera and some important parameters of the bubble dynamics, including the
departure frequency, bubble diameter, and nucleate density on the heating surface were obtained. The
experimental configuration of MW boiling is shown in Fig. 2 and it was a transparent rectangular
container (with the size of 165 mm × 110 mm × 80 mm) divided into 2 tanks by the wall in the middle,
the 2 tanks would be filled with MW and non-magnetized water, respectively, so it is convenient to
compare the boiling characteristic of the two different kinds of work-fluids. The polyimide (PI) heating
films were used as a heating surface to generate the boiling bubble, the films were pasted to the walls
and bottom of the container as shown in the figure. A DC power source was used to supply heat to
the heating films, and the voltage and current were measured by a multimeter during the running of
the boiling experiments, so the heat flux applied to the heating film could be calculated. The images
of the MW and non-magnetized water boiling were captured at the same time by a camera.

3 Results and Discussions

The experiment was carried out at room temperature (20°C) and atmosphere pressure. The MW
and non-magnetized water were filled into the two tanks, respectively, and heated by a pre-heater to
about 85°C. When the temperature of the bulk water in the tanks reached a stable condition, the power
of the heating film was turned on, as the increasing of the heating power, an over-heated liquid layer
was gradually formed near the heating film, and then the vapor bubbles began to nucleate and grow
up on the heating film. Since the heating surfaces of the two tanks are of the same area and belong
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to the same heating film supplied with a DC power source, the bubble behaviors of MW and non-
magnetized water boiling can be investigated and compared at the same conditions except for the
work fluids. Since the mechanism of bubble dynamics and heat transfer of magnetized water boiling
will be explained by the variation of water surface tension after magnetization, the results of previous
experimental studies on the physical properties (surface tension coefficient) of magnetized water were
given in the supplementary part.

Figure 2: The basic experimental configuration of MW boiling

3.1 The Characteristic of Bubbles on the Bottom Heating Film
The images of MW and non-magnetized water boiling at the moment of onset of nucleate boiling

are shown in Fig. 3. The heat flux at this moment is 14.5 kW/m2 for MW boiling and 15.7 kW/m2 for
non-magnetized water boiling, respectively, so the heat flux required for the onset of MW nucleate
boing is a little lower than that of non-magnetized water, this means that it can make the starting
of boiling earlier and easier to use the MW as the work-fluid. It can also be found by comparing
the images in Fig. 3 that the bubble density of MW boiling is higher than the non-magnetized water
boiling, this verified that the magnetization of water has a positive effect on the bubbles’ generation
and boiling heat transfer.

(a) MW boiling (q = 14.5 kW/m2)  (b) Non-magnetized water boiling (q = 15.7 kW/m2)

Figure 3: The onset of nucleate boiling

As the increase of the applied heat flux, the number and size of the vapor bubbles gradually
increased, because the superheat degree of the heating film was getting higher, this formed more and
more evaporation nuclei on the film surface, and the superheat liquid layer around the heating surface
becomes thicker and thicker, this also makes the vapor bubbles easier to grow up. The images of MW
boiling and non-magnetized water boiling with the same heat flux of about 18 kW/m2 are shown in
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Fig. 4. Compared with the onset state of boiling shown in Fig. 3, the bubbles in Fig. 4 become more
and larger for both the MW boiling and non-magnetized water boiling because the heat flux applied
on the heating films is larger. From Fig. 4, it is very obvious that the MW boiling case has much
more bubbles than the non-magnetized water boiling even if the applied heat flux is the same, this
verifies again that the magnetization has an important effect on the bubble dynamical behaviors and
boiling heat transfer characteristic. There are many small size bubbles in Fig. 4a, which are not found
in Fig. 4b, this shows that the magnetization leads to the formation of small size bubbles, which can be
explained by the surface tension of water being reduced steeply by the magnetization (for more please
go to the supplement) and the smaller surface tension tends to form the bubbles of small size.

(a) MW boiling (q = 18.0 kW/m2)  (b) Non-magnetized water boiling (q = 18.0 kW/m2)

Figure 4: The vapor bubbles at a larger heat flux

Fig. 5 displayed the bubble images when the boiling bubbles depart from the heating surface
regularly, the continuous repeat of the bubble life-cycle, including the nucleation, growth, departure,
and collapse can be observed. The boiling process is very vigorous compared with those at the low heat
flux conditions as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, both the size and the number of vapor bubbles are larger.
By comparing the images in Fig. 5, it can be found that the number of vapor bubbles in MW boiling
is still much more than that of non-magnetized water boiling, and the size of vapor bubbles in MW
boiling is relatively smaller than that of non-magnetized water boiling, which is also the consequence
of reduced surface tension of the magnetized water.

(a) MW boiling (q = 20.9 kW/m2) (b) Non-magnetized water boiling (q = 21.0 kW/m2)

Figure 5: The vapor bubbles with regular departure
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3.2 The Characteristic of Bubbles on the Back-Wall Heating Film
The images of vapor bubbles generated on the heating film of the back wall were given in Fig. 6.

As mentioned in Section 2, the work fluid container of the experimental apparatus was divided into
two tanks to compare the bubble behaviors of the water with and without magnetization, so the right
tank was filled with magnetized water at a given condition (For images of Fig. 6, the magnetic field
intensity was 300 mT, magnetization time was 15 min), and the left one was filled with non-magnetized
pure water for comparison. The heating film is a rectangle-shaped polyimide film pasted on the back
wall of the container and the heat was supplied by a DC power. As can be seen in the images, there
are more bubbles on the right part of the heating film, and the average size of bubbles on the right is
smaller than that of the left one.

Figure 6: Vapor bubbles on the back-wall heating films

To investigate the bubble characteristic and heat transfer feature of the MW boiling quantitatively,
the numbers of vapor bubbles generated in the boiling experiments were counted, and the bubble size
was also investigated quantitively, the bubble images captured by the camera were processed by using
the Image Processing Toolbox of MATLAB, and the average equivalent diameter of vapor bubbles
was also obtained. The numbers of vapor bubbles generated in the boiling of the non-magnetized
water and 3 kinds of MWs were shown in Fig. 7, the detailed configuration (the intensity of applied
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magnetized field, the magnetization time) and property (surface tension coefficient) of these 3 MWs
were given in Table 1. As can be seen, for all the heat flux conditions, the bubble number of 3 MWs is
larger than that of the non-magnetized water boiling at the same heat flux. The boiling of the MW1
(300 mT, 15 min) generates the most bubbles because the surface tension of water was reduced most at
this magnetization condition (see Fig. S1), the bubble numbers of boiling of MW2 and MW3 are also
more than the non-magnetized water boiling, but less than the MW (300 mT 15 min) case, because the
surface tension was also reduced by the magnetization at these 2 conditions, but not as severe as that
of MW1 (300 mT 15 min). From Fig. 7, it can be known that the more the surface tension of water is
reduced, the more bubbles will be generated in the boiling.

Figure 7: Variation of bubbles numbers with heat flux

Table 1: The configuration of 3 kinds of MWs

Name of magnetized
water

Intensity of magnetic
field (mT)

Magnetization time
(min)

Surface tension coef.
(N/m)

MW1 300 15 53.7
MW2 500 10 58.1
MW3 750 5 62.4

The average equivalent diameter of vapor bubbles generated in the boiling of the non-magnetized
water and 3 kinds of MWs were obtained and shown in Fig. 8, as can be seen in the figure, for both the
MW boiling and non-magnetized water boiling, the bubble average equivalent diameter increases as
the applied heat flux increases, but the bubble average diameter of 3 MWs boiling is relatively smaller
than that of non-magnetized water boiling at the same conditions, and the boiling of MW1 generates
the smallest bubbles, the size of bubbles generated by other two MWs (500 mT 10 min and 750 mT
5 min) boiling was also smaller than the non-magnetized water case, but larger than that of MW1, so
it can be known that the more the surface tension of water is reduced, the smaller the boiling bubbles
will be. These also can be verified by observing the images obtained in the boiling experiments. The
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Young-Laplace Eq. (1) [30] can be used to explain why the reduced surface tension tends to make the
bubble number more and the bubble size smaller.

Pin − Pout = 2σ

r
(1)

here, Pin and Pout are the fluid pressure inside and outside of the bubble, respectively, σ is the surface
tension coefficient of the work-fluid, and r is the radius of the bubble. When the surface tension
coefficient σ is reduced by the magnetization, the pressure Pin needed for generating the vapor bubble
is smaller, so it means the easier nucleation of the new bubbles. On the other hand, if the inside
and outside pressure, Pin and Pout, are given a fixed value when the surface tension coefficient σ

is decreased, the bubble radius r will also be decreased.

Figure 8: Variation of bubbles average diameters with heat flux

4 Conclusions

In this paper, the boiling heat transfer characteristic of the magnetized water was investigated
experimentally for the first time by using electromagnetic equipment. The conclusions obtained are
as follows. At the same conditions, the boiling of MW can produce much more vapor bubbles than
the water without magnetization, a better-boiling heat transfer rate can be achieved because more
latent heat can be taken away from the heating surface by the extra bubbles. Furthermore, the average
diameter of bubbles generated in MW boiling is smaller than that of non-magnetized water boiling,
and the heat flux required by MW when the boiling is started is lower than that of the non-magnetized
water, which means the earlier start of nucleate boiling can be achieved by magnetization. These
indicate that magnetization has an obvious effect on the boiling characteristic of the water and an
enhancement on the boiling heat transfer rate, and it can be applied in practical engineering heat
exchange occasions.
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Supplementary Materials

The physical properties of magnetized pure water were studied in our previous studies and the
research results of surface tension variation after magnetization were already published [23]. Fig. S1
briefly shows the surface tension coefficient of pure water magnetized at various magnetic field
intensities and magnetization time, as can be seen, the surface tension was found to be changed
obviously after the magnetization treatment, the most severe case occurs at the conditions (Magnetic
field intensity 300 mT, magnetization time 15 min), the surface tension coefficient of water dropped
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about 25% to 54 mN/m from the normal value of 72 mN/m of the pure water. For more information
about the surface tension of magnetized water, please refer to the previous study [23].

Figure S1: The variations of water surface tension with magnetization time and magnetic field intensity
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